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Make UK partners with Peoplesafe  to enhance worker safety in manufacturing



	08 April, 2024
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Make UK has partnered with Peoplesafe, a personal safety technology leader, to protect the manufacturing industry’s workers.







Industrial networking experts  discuss trends in network connectivity



	04 April, 2024
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The recent Talking Industry panel discussion, sponsored by the Drives & Controls Exhibition, delved into the intricacies of network connectivity in the industrial sector. The discussion, which featured seasoned experts David Bradley-Foley, Managing Director of HMS Networks, UK and Ireland, and John Browett, General Manager of CC-Link Partner Association Europe, highlighted several key trends shaping the landscape of industrial communications.







Automate UK launched to  champion the uptake of  automation across  manufacturing



	02 April, 2024
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The UK Automation Forum has recently been launched to invigorate the industry’s embrace of automation. This initiative aims to unite industry experts, end-users, policymakers, and technology suppliers under one banner.







Hannover Messe 2024: Empowering a Green Industrial Revolution



	31 January, 2024
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In a bid to propel industries toward sustainability, Hannover Messe 2024 is set to showcase cutting-edge innovations in automation, artificial intelligence, and renewable energies. The global trade fair, held under the theme “Energising a Sustainable Industry,” aims to address the pressing challenges of enhancing competitiveness, climate protection, and economic prosperity.







Made Smarter and tech institutes join forces to demystify digital transformation



	26 March, 2024
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Made Smarter and leading technology demonstrators have announced they have joined forces to demystify digital transformation with a new white paper.







Pump industry excellence is celebrated once again



	21 March, 2024
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The British Pump Manufacturers Association (BPMA) says it was delighted to return to the famous St George’s Park in Staffordshire on 14th March for the staging of its 2024 Pump Industry Awards presentation evening. With a record number of submissions across the eight categories, this year’s awards programme again produced some truly exceptional entries from right across the pump manufacturing and distribution arena.







ERIKS & Festo celebrate  partnership 25th Anniversary



	20 March, 2024
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ERIKS Industrial Services and Festo UK & Ireland are celebrating the 25th anniversary of their partnership with a host of activities that will develop the relationship further and continue to grow business for their mutual benefit







Manufacturers’ confidence remains robust despite weak economy



	18 March, 2024
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Confidence levels among manufacturers remain robust despite the weak outlook for the UK economy overall according to the Q1 Manufacturing Outlook survey published today(18/3) by Make UK and business advisory firm BDO.







Spring UK Budget 2024: Future workforce concerns unaddressed



	13 March, 2024
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The Spring UK Budget 2024 presented a mixed bag of promises and omissions, leaving critical areas of concern unaddressed.







New Manifesto demands action to secure future of UK engineering and manufacturing



	11 March, 2024
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Engineering and manufacturing skills charity Enginuity has announced it has launched the Enginuity Skills Action Plan for the Engineering and Manufacturing Sector – A Manifesto for Change.







Fluid Power & compressed air innovations set to shine at Smart Manufacturing & Engineering Week



	07 March, 2024
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The live events for Smart Manufacturing & Engineering Week 2024 take place at the NEC, Birmingham on the 5th and 6th June. H&P looks a little deeper into what visitors can expect.







BCAS appoints Terry Collier to further strengthen its training offer



	05 March, 2024
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The British Compressed Air Society (BCAS) has appointed Terry Collier as its Learning and Development Officer.







Automate UK launched to champion the uptake of automation across manufacturing



	29 February, 2024
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The UK Automation Forum has recently been launched to invigorate the industry’s embrace of automation. This initiative aims to unite industry experts, end-users, policymakers, and technology suppliers under one banner.







Industry chief calls for 15% GDP target for manufacturing



	27 February, 2024
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The head of Britain’s manufacturing body will today (27/2) call for all political parties to commit to an industrial strategy with an explicit target for industry to account for 15% of UK GDP, with the potential to add an extra £150bn to economic output.







Fluid Power & Systems and Air-Tech return for 2024 showcase



	04 March, 2024
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Fluid Power & Systems and Air-Tech, alongside Drives & Controls, will be taking place at the NEC on June 5th and 6th as part of Smart Manufacturing & Engineering Week 2024. Readers of Hydraulics & Pneumatics will find much of interest among the new technology and educational content both in the events mentioned above and in the adjoined Smart Factory Expo, Maintec and Design Engineering Expo events. H&P takes a closer look at what visitors can expect
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Smart Manufacturing & Engineering Week

05 - 06 June, 2024

NEC, Birmingham

	
HILLHEAD 2024

25 June, 2024, 9:00 - 27 June, 2024, 16:00

Hillhead Quarry, Buxton, Derbyshire UK
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[image: MARCH 2024]To view a digital copy of the MARCH 2024 edition of Hydraulics & Pneumatics Magazine, click here.



For a FREE subscription please click here



To visit the Library for past issues click here
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